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Enhancing opportunities for poor children
Education is crucial for the success of all children, especially the poor.

Many poor children begin primary school at a disadvantage and
underperform in reading and mathematics.
The situation in some developing countries is of special concern:

Uruguay: performance across all children is low and declining.
India: over 50% of the poorest children in grade 4 can’t read a simple
sentence or solve simple subtraction problems.
How can basic science help to address this problem?

TIMSS, 2015; ASER, 2015

My perspective

cognitive science, cognitive development

Questions:
What makes humans smart?
How do new concepts arise?
Where do abstract ideas come
from?

Methods: Behavioral
experiments on infants &
children, probing what they
know and how they learn.

Main Topics: Number and Geometry

• critical tools for almost all human cultural achievements.
• variable over human history & across cultures, hence largely
learned.
• center on abstract concepts: seven, triangle
• foundations for formal education in mathematics.

Our talent for mathematics begins at birth

newborn infants (1-3 days)

Veronique Izard

Newborn infants distinguish large sets on the basis of number,
imprecisely (with a ratio limit of ~3:1).
Izard, Sann, Spelke & Streri PNAS 2009; Coubart et al., Dev Sci 2014, de Hevia et al. PNAS 2014

This ability is robust in older infants, who compare
numbers, add numbers, and compute proportions,
approximately but with increasing precision

Brannon (2001), McCrink & Wynn, 2004; Xu & Denison (2009)

In preschool children, this approximate number sense
guides learning of number words and performance of
verbal, approximate arithmetic
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Barth et al., Cognition, 2006; Gilmore, et al., Nature, 2007

And these abilities predict children’s performance in
mathematics in the first year of primary school

In the U.S., this relation is equally
strong in advantaged and poor
children, and their approximate
number abilities are equal, although
their school achievement is not.
Gilmore, et al., Cognition, 2010

Tasks that exercise the numerical abilities that emerge in
infancy enhance performance of symbolic mathematics in
adults and children
Training (1 session)

Test:

Training with numbers (but not object sizes or colors) enhances
symbolic arithmetic (but not reading).
Adults: Park & Brannon, Psych Sci 2013, Park & Brannon, Cognition 2014
Children: Hyde, Khanum & Spelke, Cognition 2014

Conclusion
Infants’ numerical abilities have something to do with the mathematics
that we learn in school.
So do infants’ geometrical abilities.

approximate addition

school math achievement

exact addition

Can these findings be harnessed to improve education for poor children?
A question for field research….

Turning experiments into games for social play in
preschool classrooms

Moira Dillon

numerical comparison

form analysis

Introducing the games in preschools in the slums of Delhi

With Esther Duflo, Harini Kannan, Josh Dean, J-PAL South
Asia, and Pratham.

Rationale
Social play with groups of children and
a teacher will encourage children to
communicate about game content,
connecting core numerical and
geometric concepts to the words,
symbols, and operations of primary
school mathematics.
Game play also may:

make number and geometry engaging and fun
increase children's confidence
lead children to view math skills as malleable
and attainable
synergize with the preschool math curriculum.

First study
214 preschools, ~1500 children
4-months playing 5 math games intervention compared to active
control & no-treatment control
Assessments of non-symbolic math, symbolic math, & other
cognitive abilities of individual children at 4 time points (-1 to
+15 months). Low attrition.

Which is happier?
Looking at what?

Findings
Children and teachers like the games.
Math-trained children show enduring benefits on non-symbolic
math skills, at all 3 endlines. Social-trained children show
benefits on social skills.
Math-trained children show smaller benefits on symbolic math
skills, and only at the first endline.

Two new directions

A second preschool experiment in India (~240 classes), aimed to
strengthen the links between non-symbolic and symbolic skills
through play with both.

A small-scale study in Uruguayan primary school
classrooms
numerical comparison

numerical addition

with Alejandro Maiche, Audrey Kittredge, Moira Dillon, and
Magdalena Gonzales

A small-scale study in Uruguayan primary school
classrooms
4 tables of 6 kids:
cooperative within tables,
competitive across

Main outcome measure:
symbolic arithmetic (as in labbased training study)
Findings:
Kids and teachers are engaged
by the games.
Modest improvements in
symbolic math after training,
compared to no-treatment.
Now replicating and extending
w/ active control as well.

Cognitive Science, Education and Economics
A fruitful approach to addressing basic research
questions in cognitive science:
What makes humans smart? Where do abstract
ideas come from? How do we gain new concepts?
The processes that produce human intelligence
occur over long time periods, in homes and
schools. Field experiments in education,
guided by cognitive science, can help scientists
to understand them.
I hope these experiments also will be helpful to
poor children.

Thank you!
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Main analyses of Endline 1 (0-3 months post-intervention)
***
***

***
***

***

*
**

**

NB: Data labeled in red show significant treatment effects relative to no-treatment control.
Black stars show math treatment effects relative to social treatment.
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Children given the math games were ahead on all the math measures.

Were the math and social games equally engaging:
Did children master them equally well (at EL1)?
***

***

***

***

***

Comparison of geometric and gaze
intruder assessment tasks (same test
method, both near-transfer)
No difference in the size of these two
near-transfer effects at EL1.
The social active control games seem to
have succeeded.

NB: Data labeled in red show significant treatment effects relative to no-treatment control..
Black stars show math treatment effects relative to social treatment.
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Does children's better math performance after math games
training depend on changes to executive function?

block 1: purple face left or right: respond same side
block 2: green face left or right: respond opposite side (inhibition)
blocks 3 & 4: purple & green faces intermixed (task-switching)
Playing the math or social games does not change EF.
Controlling for EF weakens but does not abolish the math effects.

Main analyses at Endline 2 (7-9 months postintervention, after 5-7 months in school)
***
***

**

**

NB: data labeled in red show significant treatment effects relative to no-treatment control.
Black stars show math treatment effects relative to social treatment. **p<.01, ***p<.001

Math-games children still ahead overall and on the non-symbolic
measure, but all effects on the symbolic measure are gone.
Controls for EF weaken but do not abolish the positive effects.

Are the math and social games equally robust at EL2?
***
**

*
*

social tests:
gaze intruder
emotion words
math tests:
geom. intruder
shape words

**p<.01, ***p<.001

Yes, but neither game set produced changes in school math learning.

Main analyses at Endline 3 (12-15 months post-intervention)
**
***

t

*

*

NB: data labeled in red show significant treatment effects relative to control. Black stars show
math treatment effects relative to social treatment tp<.10, *p<.05, **p<.01,***p<.001

Math-trained kids still well ahead on the non-symbolic math measure.
EF controls weaken but do not abolish this effect.
Mixed findings on the overall math and social measures.
Neither games condition impacts symbolic performance.

